
THROWERS-SPRING BREAK AND ONLINE SCHOOL WEEK 

TUESDAY/THURSDAY it’s YOUR CHOICE DAYS 

CHOICE #1 

If you have implements and space to throw in SOME WAY, then do so!  Treat it like our normal throwing 

practice.  Do your best with getting through all the drills we typically do.  You can throw a lot of reps 

during this layoff.  Video some clips of your throws.  SEND THEM to Coach Parzyck. 

 

CHOICE #2 

Movement!  If you can’t throw—then MOVE! 

Line Jumps--Stress foot quickness…1 minute break between sets…want close to full recovery.  Each set 20 sec of 
work, 40 seconds of rest.  Find a line (crack) on the floor to use as a landmark.  Jumping across line should be 
done with feet close together on first set, and slightly apart on second set.  Stress rapid jumping.  Stay low to 
ground and don’t “sit” on the ground with each set.  *COULD ALSO do this over a barrier/cone/small box/etc. 
-2 sets forward/backward jumping-feet together, feet apart 
-2 sets side to side jumping-feet together, feet apart 
-2 sets at 45degree angle-feet together, feet apart 
-2 sets at 45 degree angle other way-feet together, feet apart 
-find “x” on the floor…2 sets, jump clockwise/counterclockwise through 4 quadrants-feet together only 
-“W” jumps…no need for crack/line…2 sets, Just jump in a “W” one way, then back continuously-feet together only 
-finish with-2 sets side to side jumping-feet together, feet apart (same as second step) 

 

CHOICE #3 

If you can’t throw, don’t want to do jarring movements…then sprint!  You can do this on a flat surface, 

you could do this on a hill and attack it, or you could do our stairwell routine as an alternate. 

Straight line sprinting.  About 1 minute break between sets.  Sprint—then come to a gradual stop, and walk slowly 
back to start line.  Should be close to full recovery with each rep.  If you can measure out the yardages, great!  If not 
just pace off approximate yardages. 
-10yds x5 -50yds x1 
-20yds x4 -30yds x2 
-30yds x3 -20yds x2 
-40yds x2 -10yds x2 

 

CHOICE #4 

Go CAVEMAN/CAVEWOMAN!  Have some fun!  Shovel some dirt, move heavy objects up a hill, move 

them back down.  Toss unusual heavy objects (that you won’t get in trouble for tossing) you have 

around the house that could be thrown backwards over the top or facing forward (like what we do in 

warm-ups prior to shot-put).  Push a heavy object across the ground.  Pull a heavy object across the 

ground.  Combine things into a fun/funny obstacle course that has you doing multiple movements/lifts.  

BE CREATIVE…but most importantly…BE ACTIVE!  Remember…breathing/sweaty=working.  If you look 

around your house/garage/yard…there’s lots of heavy objects that can become a fun and creative 

weight room!  If you do some cool things…video tape some clips and send them to Coach Parzyck! 


